Enhanced tumor-targeted gene delivery by bioreducible polyethylenimine tethering EGFR divalent ligands.
This work demonstrates successful delivery of a gene to EGFR-overexpressed cancer cells by using a rationally designed branched GE11 peptide as a targeting ligand. In addition, we exploited the effect of the divalent structure of the branched GE11 peptide on the gene delivery and tumor targeting efficiency, compared to the monovalent GE11 peptide. The GE11 or branched GE11-tethered polymers were successfully synthesized. They are composed of a targeting peptide, disulfide crosslinked low molecular weight polyethylenimine and polyethylene glycol. Here, we evaluated the physicochemical properties, cytotoxicity and in vitro transfection efficiency and in vivo biodistribution of the GE11 and branched GE11 tethered polyplexes. Our results demonstrated that GE11 and bGE11-tethered gene delivery carriers showed efficient gene condensing ability, an enhanced transfection efficiency and targeting ability with low cytotoxicity. Interestingly, the branched GE11-tethered polymer showed the greater targeting ability to EGFR-overexpressed cancer cells in vivo than the GE11-tethered polymer. Therefore, this branched structure of targeting ligand has the potential for providing a novel strategy to design an efficient targeted delivery system.